
INCA. It is available to all INCA-EIP

users at no additional cost.

Installation

INCA V7.2 can be installed either by

itself, or alongside an existing ver-

sion 7.1 software installation on the

computer. For the first time, the in-

stallation routine is based on Micro-

soft Installer (MSI) technology, which

greatly simplifies the rollout of cen-

trally coordinated, automated INCA

installations. This process uses the

familiar service pack installation in-

terface. The range of software tools

required can be installed and con-

figured by the user in a single step

using the MSI routine, which allows

installation not just of the INCA

base product but also of several

add-ons as well as ETAS’ MDA Mea-

surement Data Analysis. Further-

more, the routine ensures compati-

bility between the various add-on

versions and the base installation.

As a part of INCA’s continuous de-

velopment, quarterly service packs

have been made available as of

version 7.1. The currently available

version 7.2 encompasses all features

from the INCA V7.1 service pack, as

well as several new features. In ad-

dition to the Microsoft Windows

Vista, 7, 8, and 8.1 operating sys-

tems, INCA V7.2 also supports Win-

dows 10.  

A complete description of all INCA

family software products, as well

as all new features available with

INCA V7.2, can be found at

www.etas.com/INCA and in the

release notes of the installation

DVD. 
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Figure 2: Acquisition of data from the ECU through the FETK interface. FETKs are offered in two versions, FETK-S (left) and FETK-T (right). Both

variants use a microcontroller-specific production device (µC-PD) debug interface such as JTAG (Joint Test Action Group), DAP, or LFAST as control

access. Additionally, T-type FETKs support the particularly powerful µC emulation device (µC-ED) trace interfaces, along with the high-performance

transmission of trace data from the ECU over the serial Aurora interface.

Figure 1: In the vari-

ables selection dialog,

users  can select all

measurement variables

of one or multiple

functions/groups for

measurement at the

same time. INCA adds

the measurement vari-

ables to the default 

raster.

ETAS INCA V7.2 
A new basis for top performance 

Available since the second quarter of 2016, the ETAS FETK-T interface for high-performance

ECUs allows recording of ECU signals at rates of up to 20 MB/s. On the software side, ETAS

offers flexible INCA tools for recording measurement data and for calibrating and diagnosing

ECUs. In combination with the FETK-T as well as the ES891 or ES892 interface modules,

the new INCA V7.2 release enables data processing at high clock speeds. This makes it possible

to perform actions such as simultaneous capturing and recording of more than 56,000 dif-

ferent variables from the ECU during measurement trips. Coinciding with the release of

INCA V7.2, the latest firmware update of the ES89x modules means they now support the

integration of CAN, CAN FD, LIN, and FlexRay vehicle buses.  

Excellent software performance

To enable more convenient prepara-

tion of the extremely comprehensive

measurements, the loading times

needed for opening the INCA exper-

imentation environment and vari-

ables selection dialog window have

been significantly reduced. In addi-

tion, the variables selection dialog

window has been upgraded so that

numerous signals can be quickly

and easily selected and assigned to

measurement rasters. For instance,

it is now possible with one click to

select all measurement parameters

of a function or group within the

corresponding views (see figure 1).

Real-time connection between

ECU and test bench 

Together with the ES910 proto-

typing and interface module, the

INCA-MCE (Measurement and Cal-

ibration Embedded) add-on is capa-

ble of establishing a real-time con-

nection between the test bench and

the ECU. In addition, INCA V7.2

now supports the measurement

grids of ECUs with signal lengths

totaling more than 1024 bytes.

Configuration of the embedded

INCA system on the ES910 module

has also been simplified. All measure-

ment and adjustment parameters of

an INCA experiment can now be

automatically added to this config-

uration. 

Simulink® integration included

Starting with INCA V7.2, licenses

are also available for INCA-LIN and

INCA-FLEXRAY; as with other INCA

add-ons, these licenses can be tied

to computers or individual users, or

they can float. The functionality of

the INCA-SIP add-on is now includ-

ed as a part of the INCA-EIP (Ex-

perimental Target Integration Pack-

age) add-on. This allows parameter

values from MATLAB® /Simulink®

models to be recorded and modified

during running simulations within
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